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1: The Sporting Events You Must See Live | My Sports Bucket List
Sporting Events You Must See Live is a no-brainer gift for the sports lover in your life. Robert Tuchman's book, subtitled
An Insider's Guide To Creating The Sports Experience Of A Lifetime, guides the average person in doing just that.

The fact is, there is a very large world of sports out there, and very diverse activities and players. Reading
about them makes you want to attend or see them live. For Wandering Educators, you now have a new reason
to travel the world! We already know about Michigan vs. Ohio State in the Big House. But did you know
about the Caribbean World Series? Or the spectacle that is the Cowboys Monday Night Football Game in
Dallas especially now that they have the new stadium. The Beanpot Hockey Tournament? The Kangaroos
Australian Football game? We were lucky enough to sit down and talk with Robert about his new book! My
book is really a book about showing people how to get themselves into or attend some of the best sporting
events in the world. What was the genesis of this book? I needed my own bucket list of events to attend. I love
sports and have a huge passion for going to sporting events. This gave me a goal. It must have been great fun
to research all events - what most surprised you? The events themselves were really fun to look into. All the
data I supply on hotels, restaurants was really tedious and took over two years. What great sporting events did
you have to cut, to make the top ? A bunch, but one I think I might add in now is a football game at Penn
State. I had a chance to attend one this past season and I think it might have to make the next printing! I have
always played sports my whole life. I still play baseball, basketball, softball, tennis, and pretty much anything.
I also got into triathlons for awhile and have run a couple of ironman races. I love the excitement and energy
that sports brings. I also love the relationships I have built through playing sports. What are your favorite
sporting events to see live? I pretty much can watch a softball game in Central Park and be happy. I would say
hockey is great to be at and a baseball game is always enjoyable. What sorts of intercultural differences do you
perceive in sports, globally? The great thing is there really are not many differences at all. I think only the
games are different in certain ways. Take baseball and compare it to cricket. Instead of rooting for the Jets I
would be a Kangaroos fan! Probably would be a lot happier! What sporting event s surprised you in how
enjoyable it was to watch? Nascar for sure and horse racing is another one. Thanks so much, Robert! This is
an incredible resource and an invaluable contribution to both travelers and sports lovers!
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2: Top Sporting Events You Must See Live
The Sporting Events you must see live Here are the full list of top sporting events you must see live, as listed by Robert
Tuchman in his book "The Sporting Events You Must See Live: An Insider's Guide to Creating the Sports Experience of
a Lifetime".

Some events manage to capture the collective. They become part of our lives. Here is a list of those events that
became unique experiences and some good reasons to attend them, as soon as possible. Let me clear my
conscience though. It takes a while to collect meaningful items. This is going to be one of those articles for
event professionals to find inspiration. It is also going to be useful for attendees looking for a unique
experience. It is very complicated to write a collection of must attend events that will universally apply.
Events are a very subjective experience. The reasons why we attend events can be very personal. One thing for
sure, the following list collects iconic events attended by thousands through the last decades, in some instances
through the last centuries. As a final note on methodology, there is significant bias in selection. One way or
another there is great value in getting to know and possibly attending as many as you can. Monaco Grand Prix
Formula 1 is not a big thing in the U. The "Race of Monte-Carlo" has been running since This is a must attend
for sport enthusiasts, fashion victims and gossip seekers alike. TED is a prominent example for conferences. It
has sparked a series of localized events, called TEDx, that are revolutionizing the way we learn about ideas at
live events. Attending a TED Global event is quite a challenge. It is invite only and the ticket price is quite
unapproachable. World leaders have presented at this unique conference. The videos from TED have been
made available on its website, instantly giving us access to hard to find inspiration. This contradiction of
ultra-selection and unrestrained knowledge sharing is a unique formula that makes TED an experience, not
just an event. Burning Man I first talked about Burning Man in , quite a while before it became a global
phenomenon. The event website itself has hard times explaining what Burning Man is. Think Woodstock meet
a religious ceremony. This events creates a memorable experience for thousands of devote attendees who
gather from all over the World. Running since the 80s, it recently reached more than 50, participants. That
must be meaning something. The Groundhog Day Thanks to the movie featuring a superb Bill Murray, this
local event became a worldwide tradition. There is some ancestral uniqueness and magic about it that turned
the Groundhog Day into a global phenomenon. Every year a large crowd gathers in Punxsutawney,
Pennsylvania to learn whether a groundhog named Punxsutawney Phil has seen its shadow. It is a case of a
relatively unknown event rooted in history that now trends on Twitter every year. Attending is a once in a
lifetime experience. BarCamp I organized my first BarCamp back in In few years BarCamps brought open
conferences to the masses. A local community gathers to host an event that has no schedule. Everything
happens on the spot. Most pundits fail in understanding the real innovativeness of this model. It is not the
unconference, or the law of the two feet. The emphasis is not about pleasing sponsors or hosted buyers but to
share content and to do your bit to make the event successful. Oktoberfest Picture the beautiful Munich full of
happy people singing "Ein Prosit". Oktoberfest is the party of an entire city. It embodies the best of German
traditions. It lasts for 16 days and attracts millions of attendees. Some lessons there to make your show
sparkling. Frieze If you have ever lived in London, you must have heard about Frieze. It is a big deal for art
and contemporary artists. Frieze is an international art fair with galleries participating from all over the world.
This fair only features contemporary art. The Big Smoke becomes a playground for installations and eccentric
displays. The merit of such event is to make art a popular item of consumption. And there is something noble
about that. Cirque du Soleil Circus is usually one of the first events we attend when kids. This Canadian based
entertainment company has stepped up the game, renewing the tradition and making it a unique experience for
masses to enjoy. It is estimated that more than 90 Million yes Million people have attended this show that
happens all over the world and employs around 4, people. This is a great example of how to take an
established model, turn it around and make it a global sensation. A marketing case study in most MBA
courses. The excitement is palpable, summing up what we feel around the world at the beginning of something
new. Such feeling is ancestral, but the party is crazy and enjoyable. Being Italian I had to include this event. In
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some cultures it is part of private memories as much as wedding or the birth of a child are. Getting a ticket for
the World Cup final is not an easy task. Attendance is obviously restricted to the stadium capacity and hordes
of fans crave to get in. Tension is what makes this event special. Comic Con Comic Con is a concept rather
than a single event. Comic Conventions made us touch our comic books heroes. Getting autographs from your
top writer or taking a picture with Captain America has become a tradition that both kids and
not-so-much-kids-anymore love. The last San Diego event gathered , attendees. Nations display their
achievements and beauties in pavilions that cost incredible investments. The cities that host the Expo undergo
a complete facelift before hosting the event. I am witnessing that in Milan for the edition. The enormous
investments force this event to happen irregularly every 2 or 3 years. It is definitely a concept from the past
that still catalyses the attention of entire nations, thus worth attending. Davos - World Economic Forum Every
year the most powerful and influential leaders gather in the Alps to discuss issues that affect us all. If you
manage to attend the WEF, you got my admiration. Attendees have an incredible influence and are widely
recognised as leaders in their field. Or you can be a journalist, who attend this event in copious amounts. One
thing for sure is that if you attend Davos, you have a story to tell. Coachella Coachella has appeared on this
blog a few times. Usually they are at the forefront of technology and social integration. Yet this event manages
to attract large crowds looking for good music, art installations and a camping experience. Among others
Madonna, Paul McCartney, Eminem and Prince performed at what is becoming the must attend music festival
of the year. The attention for details and unmatched desire to make it better every year does pay off. This has
been the case mostly for the U. Social networks contributed to make it a global event. While the sporting event
is a strong attractor for football fans, for the rest of us it is a great concert and also a celebration of advertising
that revives the Don Draper in all of us. Somewhat 90 Million viewers tune in to enjoy all of the above,
making the Super Bowl a tradition of American culture. Cannes Film Festival I am a bit of a movie enthusiast.
This event has been on my bucket list for a while now. Hollywood flock to Southern France every year to
make the Croisette vibrate with excitement. Since the s, Cannes has been synonym of quality in
cinematography as well as gossip, scandals and diplomatic crises such as when in a film about abortion was
displayed among police intervention and protests. Entirely based on Strauss music, this concert has become a
tradition for us Europeans. It is estimated that more than 50 Million people from 73 countries tune in to watch
the audience clapping by the Radetsky March. Kind of an heresy for a classical concert. Renowned directors
lead the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra every year. While some value the inaugural ceremony, others concur
that the m Final is the signature event for this international sport celebration. Through the years, this 10 second
sport injection has attracted millions of viewers and thousands of flashlights. The run brings to glory the
fastest man or woman on earth.
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3: Book Review: Sporting Events You Must See Live | Wandering Educators
For the casual armchair fan to the fan who dreams of a front row seat at the games, The Sporting Events You Must See
Live provides invaluable information about tickets and travel as well as the parties and the pageantry for the top games
across the sporting landscape.

The drama and spectacle that surrounds these events matters just as much as who wins and loses. The Masters
meets Spring Break. For proof, watch this. Event vets like to set up in the Birds Nest, a beer-fueled party zone
that has featured music from the Goo Goo Dolls, Will. Melbourne Cup, Melbourne, Australia Think of it as:
The Kentucky Derby with an Australian accent. Race day is an official public holiday. Elaborate flower
displays and "Fashion on the Field" are also important parts of the event, with generous prizes going to
best-dressed men and women. Euro , Poland and Ukraine Think of it as: The World Cup of Europe. For
Europeans, this football tournament is arguably as important as the World Cup -- complete with just as many
stars Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney, etc. Ireland made the cut this year. But the action in the stands is the
most fun. With the ceaseless chanting and singing, rival fan bases are as entertaining as the players, whose
goal celebrations in recent years have become increasingly creative and amusing. Or set up HQ in Kiev, where
the final will be played. The Oktoberfest of rugby. Get a preview here. The rugby is also pretty good, thanks to
a new format introduced in that allows for much tighter contests. Matches come fast and furious. The
fourteen-minute games two seven-minute halves speed by with a verve and intensity that captures the
imagination of even the most novice fan. Think of it as: Michael Schumacher meets the Middle East. What do
you get when you stage a Formula One race in an area with lots of money and a passion for speed? A futuristic
track, sold-out crowds, post-race concerts and the first place in the world to watch a floodlit, day-to-night F1
race. Formula One races under lights are impressive, as are the associated concerts and activities staged
around the event. The highlight is the sight and sound of the cars streaking through the incredible city circuit.
People getting way too excited about ski jumping. Seriously, check it out here. The biggest ski-jumping party
-- and one of the most watched ski events on European television -- is the Four Hills Tournament, which takes
place over four different courses in Germany and Austria in late December and early January. Crowds
numbering in the tens of thousands follow the excitement, packing the slopes by day and area clubs and
restaurants by night. A wealth of German and Austrian jumpers, as well as an atypical for ski jumping
"knock-out" system adds to the drama. A month-long salsa dance. So, kind of a big deal. Cultural implications
are vuvuzelan in scale, as throngs from rival nations around the world swarm together to The spontaneity of a
mammoth world frenemies party is as intoxicating as the games in which, to quote American sportswriter Bill
Simmons, " Everything means something. Sao Paulo is the site of the opening match. A sleepy little coastal
town called Rio de Janeiro hosts the final. For a preview, you can check out Brazil a year early for the
Confederations Cup, an eight-team tournament staged in four cities in June A better-tanned version of
Celtic-Rangers. No one does passion like South America. River Plate , Buenos Aires; next date unknown 2.
The Super Bowl of hurling. Many in attendance roll in on a wave of Guinness and poteen from the Irish
provinces with strong attachments to competing teams -- meaning you just might find the "real Ireland"
without leaving the bleachers. Two or three onlookers have been known to gather in local pubs after the match
to drown their sorrows or celebrate their wins. Beijing with more Lily Allen-types. Call it what you want: A
competition for national pride. Sixteen days of rain. The main press center alone will constitute a small town,
with more than 20, credentialed media descending from around the globe. The city is expecting some five
million visitors for the Games, a large majority of which will be held in the Old Park in Stratford in East
London. To the athletes it might be all about the games. For the rest of us, it means the world. London ,
various locations, United Kingdom; July August 12, ; tickets here First published April , updated October
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4: Top shelves for The Sporting Events You Must See Live
For each event, you'll find detailed history and behind-the-scenes background information to make a successful
pilgrimageâ€”and as a bonus, there's a list of the top sports cities, with arguments for what makes each city the perfect
sports mecca.

The big the World Cup and the small Minnesota town ball are here, as well as the familiar the World Series
and the obscure the veterans wheelchair games , the expensive the Masters and the free a Little League game.
The rankings are based on the total experience, including the event itself, the participants, the setting and the
atmosphere for the fans. Same with big soccer rivalries. This is by no means a comprehensive list -- there are
just too many games in too many sports for that -- but it does include a full range of national and international
competitions well worth camping overnight on the sidewalk for a ticket. In fact, camping out is No. Summer
Olympics every four years in a different city. Guaranteed, you will see something that makes you proud to be
human and call yourself a citizen not of one specific country but a citizen of the world. The cost-to-enjoyment
ratio is the highest in American sports for this overhyped, outrageously expensive event. Why would anyone
willingly buy tickets at full price for meaningless games in which the main objective is to play the starters
only long enough not to get them hurt? Which is why teams require that their season-ticket holders buy tickets
for these miserable games. Drafts are bad enough, but at least players are actually picked there. If you want to
go to Hawaii, just go. No need to mix in your vacation with a game that not even the players chosen to play
want to attend. World Series of Poker. Poker is not a sport. Is an explanation really necessary? The contestants
may not feel like throwing up at this annual Philadelphia eating competition, but you will. World Cup every
four years in a different country. S and Canada, Down Under, and the Coalition of the Unwilling , we can all
appreciate a huge international party filled with fans so passionate they set themselves on fire to inspire their
team before the game as opposed, say, to Detroit fans, who set others on fire after the game. Look at it this
way: The World Cup was such a spectacle last summer that Germany was actually afraid it would run out of
beer. And if a team actually scores, so much the better! Winter Olympics every four years in a different city.
Definitely smaller and obviously colder than their summer counterparts, the Winter Games are in some ways
more appealing. Because they are smaller, they are also more manageable, relaxed and intimate. Or, in the
case of Bode Miller, beginning the day there. The World Series every October, various cities. No
championship can match the dramatic moments regularly produced each October and occasionally November.
Willie Mays racing with his back to the plate. Bill Mazeroski waving his cap as he comes home. Carlton Fisk
waving his home run fair. Kirk Gibson limping up to pinch hit against Dennis Eckersley. Jack Morris
stomping to the mound for the 10th inning of Game 7. Derek Jeter lining a drive into the bleachers. NCAA
subregional March, various sites. The only problem with March Madness is that the championship game too
seldom lives up to the previous two weeks of cuticle-devouring excitement. For the best experience, steer clear
of the actual Final Four and go to a subregional instead. You get more games four the first day , more upsets,
more spirit and enough excitement to leave even Dick Vitale hoarse. Spring training February-March, Florida
and Arizona. Even in this cynical, jaded world, all of us are officially allowed to be naive and optimistic about
the coming year when the crack of the bat mixes with the smell of sunscreen. If there is a more enjoyable way
to pass a spring afternoon than at a Cactus or Grapefruit league game, man has yet to find it. Heck, even
Royals and Pirates fans feel good here. You may have noticed that the Super Bowl is not on this list. How can
the most-watched American sporting event not make the list? Fortunately, the conference championships are
much, much different. This is the NFL at its finest. The Masters April, Augusta, Ga. Wimbledon late
June-early July, London. Like Augusta and the Masters, Wimbledon is not so much a sporting event as a
destination. Tour de France mountain stage July in various rotating cities in France. Can you trot around the
bases with Barry Bonds? Dive into the end zone with LaDainian Tomlinson? Go to the hoop with LeBron?
But you can run alongside the best cyclists in the world as they struggle up the remaining agonizing kilometers
of a mountain stage. Premier League Soccer game fall-spring, England. That might give you some idea of how
passionately the English take their soccer, but to really understand it, attend a Chelsea-Arsenal match. Just be
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sure to wear your Kevlar replica jerseys. Or, if you really want a taste of bitter rivalry, go up to the Scottish
Premier League for a Rangers-Celtic clash. NBA Finals June, various cities. Hall of Fame induction July,
Cooperstown, N. Few rivalries can match the intensity of this one. Fewer can match the huge crowds at these
historic stadiums. Fewer still can match the national stakes on the line virtually every year. In fact, why are
you still reading? You should be looking for a parking spot to tailgate right now. You think your NCAA office
pool is over the top? Cup, which was first held in -- eight decades before the first Xerox was released -- had
teams competing last season. Cramming into old Cameron Indoor Stadium or marveling at the banners for all
the Tar Heels greats in the Dean Dome is a college basketball experience not to be missed -- even if you have
to camp out in K-Ville for a couple of weeks to get a ticket. Just check with a doctor first to make sure you
have all your shots. So what if the ratings keep sinking like the mercury in Quebec in January? This is hockey
at its absolute best. And if a Canadian team can ever win again, you might get the added benefit of watching
Don Cherry explode. British Open July, Great Britain. Louis in late February. Cubs game in the Wrigley
bleachers April-September, Chicago. If a foreign tourist flew into the U. The next would be a day game in the
Wrigley bleachers with the sun shining, a breeze blowing out, the ivy crawling up the outfield wall, a cold
beer in one hand and a hot dog in the other. Just plan your trip before October. Better to just walk around the
Notre Dame campus, taking in all the traditional sites Touchdown Jesus, No. ACC basketball tournament
March, various sites. Then imagine what this place was like when it held , fans. Little late April at Indiana
University. The Little has just about everything you could want in a college weekend. Exciting races between
true student-athletes competing for little more than the thrill of sport. Alumni returning to campus for
traditions that make them feel 19 again. Parties spilling out of houses, hormone-stirring bands and
copper-skinned sorority girls in biker shorts. And, of course, lots of beer. Which is convenient, since you may
be too drunk to find your seat, anyway. Open golf mid-June, various courses. If you qualify, you get an invite.
A game at Rucker Park anytime, Harlem. You can watch the next best thing for free at Rucker Park -- and
some would claim the ball is even better at Rucker. Open tennis late August, New York. The Open is an
annual mix of spectacular tennis think Andre Agassi last year , outrageous fashion and rabid fans. For the best
experience be sure to see a night match on a side court when they have to play well past midnight. Bayou
Classic November, New Orleans. It may not have the high-ranked teams of other rivalries, but the Classic
matches two legendary football powers Grambling and Southern , adds the Battle of the Bands and crams it all
into one weekend in New Orleans. It certainly beats a Saturday afternoon in Norman, Okla. Getty images
Come for the hats and the mint juleps, stay for the race.
5: The Sporting Events You Must See Live | ebook-dl
Featuring also a list of honorable mentions that just missed the cut and a list of the top sports cities with arguments for
what makes each city the perfect sports mecca, The Sporting Events You Must See Live is a must for every sports fans
library.

6: The Sporting Events You Must See Live (ebook) by Robert Tuchman |
Sporting Events You Must See Live: An Insider's Guide to Creating the Sports Experience of a Lifetime, by Robert
Tuchman, was published by Benbella Books. () AM News Snapshot.

7: 25 Events You Must Attend Before You Die
As the founder of the global leader in sports event travel, TSE Sports & Entertainment, Robert Tuchman has finally
compiled the list of sporting events that every sports fan must attend in his or her lifetime.

8: Free Download The Sporting Events You Must See Live from www.enganchecubano.com
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The Sporting Events You Must See Live is an excellent resource - for each event, Tuchman lists where, when, the
significance of the event, who attends, how to get there, tickets, awards, recors, things to know before you go,
accommodations, hospitality and travel packages, dining recommendations, airports, an insider's edge, notable quotes.

9: Caple: A sports fan's checklist - ESPN Page 2
He's got a new book coming out that apparently lists the Sporting Events you should see live, and would like my
Australian Rugby blog to help him shift a few. Apparently he "enjoys my blog!".
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